
Dear Howard, 	 5/3/75 
Your book cams day before yesterday. 
I appreciate the inscription very much. 
I, read through the introduction the first night and the first chapter yesterday while 41.1 was grocery shopping. (I'm getting elan!, better than well and no longer have appreheesions about drivina. by  reactions have returned to normal, etc., there is.no lung damage from the new Z-raya end 	just have to take it easy in physical activity until 1 can return to te, former level.) 
While I like all of it very much, the fairness of treatasnt and the warmth and kindness of the inscription, etc.. most of all I like something else: the influence I've had on the way you think. BC,maybe i lieu more tee directness kaW the booty, yo?fr weaned that most of a11 the writer owes the obligation of deelaringis himself to the reader. ?or seat people this is a more difficult kind of honesty..nyway, it is all quite gratifying. 

I see in your Introduction what your law prof was talking about and what was not as clear in conversations you have learned the direct way of getting to the essence and of getting to a context that 4  happen to believe is the correct one. This will, I am certain, cake you a more effective and a better lawyer. 
It is all quite satief3ringi I knew your thoughts, but I'm very happy to m&  the way your mind works. 

When both Wisconsin and the lcaol college expressed an interest in my files for an archive, this is the reason I preferred the looal_college, to be able to have direct eantact with young student* and to be able to show them a different approach, one not taught. (/ don't know if I ever told you, but years she my last job in intele. licence was to do for the Phi. what they found it impossible to do. 
Yon have also remembered what I'd forgotten, in tote or in part, about Lane and Epstein in part and entirely about Popkint their doctrine. This will be valuable if and when '5M gets around to replenishing my euppy of copying paper because 1  have  decided to try to do the sheep and goats bits. I prepared a speech for.thie for the NYU agsn. Aaiun. Jim had to read it for me under the worst of conditions, Sot the least of which was One of the others turning off the videotape as soon as he began to speak. its also cut oft his light for reading. And they switched him from second until last, when may people had left. But it is tiering its effect. Two of the sponsors who were turned off both spent an hour with me on the phone two or three days later whent they had time to think and to get reaction. Gerry P.  yesterday told me that he is beginning to get reaction free those not there, as far away as the west coast. I think he mentioned Hoch and Litton. Par an audience of only 200 not bad. The WxPost carried a couple of grate and I understand there is much in the *arrant Village &lice. Yesterday Anson phoned me with what amounts to a long apology for his piece in New Times. (Be even asked me for help in the future sad on an approach he is taking now.) SO, 1,44Aerierpying some of the quotes you use and adding some I recall and some work I've done for the next time I do this kind of think. It may b; soon. 
While I've not been axle to do much else I've done a little thinking. I've decided I waited too long for this separation of the self-promoters and commercialiiers. I have always avoided this in public. I should have accepted the intitation to go to 2oston and I should have done it there. It would have given two more months of time and we may be running out of tine. 

What makes me aware of this is a press conference Bud, 1Yril, Bob Smith, Jaime and herb McDonnell are holding in DC Monday, and there is no working day between now and then. Jim, Jerry and I all feel they will, through Cyril, rip off 4y work on the spectre and NAL. 1  have not used it became it is prematuret I have not been given all and it is necessary to perfect the record. (Jim was superb on this in court yesterday 




